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Secondary bifurcations of hexagonal patterns in a nonlinear optical system:
Alkali metal vapor in a single-mirror arrangement
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Secondary bifurcations of hexagonal patterns are analyzed in a model of a single-mirror arrangement with an
alkali metal vapor as the nonlinear medium. A stability analysis of the hexagonal structures is performed
numerically. Different instabilities are predicted in dependency on the wave number of the hexagons. Some of
the instabilities take place at a finite wave number and result in the formation of structures with 12 spatial
modes. These structures are compared with those observed experimentally.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Stripes, rhombi, squares, and hexagons are typical p
odic patterns widely studied in two-dimensional dissipat
systems@1#. Periodic patterns with more than six spat
modes have been the subject of considerable theoretica
terest @2–6#. They have been observed experimentally
parametrically excited hydrodynamical systems~Faraday in-
stability @7–11#! and in nonlinear optical systems, first wit
an externally imposed discrete rotational symmetry@12#,
and, more recently, in a system with continuous rotatio
symmetry@13,14#.

In the latter system, these structures appear via a sec
ary bifurcation from a primary hexagonal structure in a bro
range of parameters@13,14#. Generic secondary bifurcation
of spatial periodic structures have been classified rather c
pletely in one spatial dimension@15,16#. In two-dimensional
systems they have been analyzed mainly with a symme
based approach@2,3,5,17#. Here, we address the problem
secondary bifurcations of hexagonal patterns performing
merically a stability analysis of hexagonal structures in
model of a nonlinear optical system showing such bifur
tions @13,14#.

Our analysis predicts several possible instabilities of
hexagonal patterns versus different subharmonic wave n
bers. The linear and nonlinear stages of the evolution of
instabilities are investigated. The resulting patterns can
either hexagons with a different wave number and/or a
ferent orientation or superlattice patterns consisting of
wave vectors. The superlattice patterns are compared
the ones found in the experiment.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the expe
mental scheme and the microscopic model are introduced
Sec. III a linear stability analysis of the homogeneous so
tion is performed. In Sec. IV we find the stationary hexag
nal pattern solutions of the model. Then, in Sec. V, we p
form a linear stability analysis of the hexagonal patterns
discuss their different instabilities. In Sec. VI the theoreti
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results are compared with the experimental findings. Fina
in Sec. VII we give some concluding remarks.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND MODEL

The system under study~see Fig. 1! is based on asingle
feedback mirror arrangement, which is an archetypal system
for optical pattern formation@18–20#. A thin nonlinear opti-
cal medium is irradiated by a laser beam which is homo
neous in amplitude and phase. The transmitted beam is
roreflected into the medium by a plane high-reflectiv
mirror placed at a distanced behind the medium. During the
propagation of the light field to the mirror and back, differe
points in the transverse plane are coupled by diffraction.

A spatial instability might arise, because a fluctuation
the refractive index inside the medium causes a phase m
lation of the transmitted wave. Due to diffraction, this pha
modulation is—at least partially—converted to an amplitu
modulation. Under suitable conditions this amplitude mod
lation can reinforce the original fluctuation of the refracti
index, which is assumed to be intensity dependent. Thu
macroscopic modulation—a pattern—can develop in
transverse cross section of the laser beam as well as in
transverse distribution of the refractive index within the m
dium @18–20#.

In the system we are going to discuss, sodium vapor i
nitrogen buffer gas atmosphere is used as the nonlinear
dium. The input light field is circularly polarized and it
frequency is tuned to the vicinity of theD1 line. The nonlin-
earity stems from optical pumping between Zeeman sub
els of the ground state@21,22,20#. If the system is suitably
prepared, it is possible to describe the light-matter interac

FIG. 1. Scheme of the investigated nonlinear optical system.
text.
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in the framework of a simple two-level model with dege
eracy (J51/2→J851/2-transition! @22,20,23#. Then the de-
cisive dynamical variable is the orientationw which is the
normalized population difference between the two Zeem
sublevels of the ground state@22,20,23#. Thez axis is chosen
to be parallel to the direction of the wave vector of the inp
light field. x, y denote the coordinates transverse to the
rection of propagation. Then a longitudinally averaged ori
tation f is introduced by defining~see also Ref.@24#!

f~x,y,t !5
1

LE0

L

w~x,y,z,t !dz. ~1!

Here L denotes the length of the medium inz-direction. In
the following, we will discuss a modified system in whic
there is an additional polarization changing element—
quarter-wave plate—in the feedback loop. This system h
rather low threshold@23,25# and displays interesting secon
ary bifurcations of hexagons@26,13,14#.

The dynamics off is governed by the partial differentia
equation@22,20,23#

] tf52~g2D¹2!f1
1

2La0

3@~12e22La0(12f)!P02~12e22La0(11f)!P0R

3ue2 i (d/k0)¹2
e2La0(12 i D̄)(12f)u2#. ~2!

g models relaxation by collisions andD¹2 gives the thermal
motion of the atoms (¹2 is the Laplacian in transverse spa
and D the diffusion constant!. The parametera0 param-
etrizes the optical depth of the medium, it is half the sma
signal absorption coefficient.D̄ denotes the detuning of th
incident laser beam with respect to theD1 resonance. It is
normalized to the linewidth~half width at half maximum!
and is positive, if the laser frequency is higher than the re
nance frequency.k052p/589.6 nm is the wave number o
the input light field in vacuum andR the reflectivity of the
mirror. The pump rateP0 is proportional to the intensity o
the input light field. It is also the main bifurcation paramet
The two exponentials in the last term of Eq.~2! describe
diffraction and the action of the medium on phase and a
plitude of the light field. Details on the system and on t
derivation of Eq.~2! can be found in Refs.@22,20,23,25#.

In this paper, only the case of a plane wave input field
discussed. We remark that for a description of a spati
varying input field Eq.~2! needs to be modified slightly.

III. LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE
HOMOGENEOUS SOLUTION

The steady state plane wave solutionf0 of Eq. ~2! is
implicitly given by

2gLa0f05P0@~12e22La0(12f0)!

2R~12e22La0(11f0)!e22La0(12f0)#. ~3!
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A linear stability analysis of the homogeneous soluti
with respect to spatially periodic perturbations yields the d
persion relation

l~k!52g2Dk22e22La0(12f0)P0

2P0RH ~12e22La0(11f0)!e22La0(12f0)

3FcosS d

k0
k2D1D̄sinS d

k0
k2D G2e24La0J , ~4!

wherel(k) is the growth rate of a periodic perturbation
wave numberk. In Fig. 2 we display the marginal stabilit
curve @l(k)50#.

The homogeneous solution never becomes unst
against homogeneous perturbations (k50). In fact, for large
values of the pump the eigenvaluel(k50)}2P0. An im-
portant point to notice is that the marginal stability curve h
a vertical asymptote forka.1.93104 m21 @27#, and there-
fore perturbations of the homogeneous solution with a w
number smaller thanka are never unstable. For pump inte
sities above but close to threshold the system develops
tionary hexagonal patterns@25#.

IV. STATIONARY HEXAGONAL PATTERNS

Stationary hexagonal solutions of the form

fh~xW !5 (
n50

N21

fneikWn
0
•xW, ~5!

wherekWn
0 are the wave vectors of the pattern including t

homogeneous componentkW0
0, fn are complex coefficients

and N is the number of Fourier modes, can be found
solving the stationary form (] tfh50) of Eq. ~2!. A set of
coupled nonlinear equations for the amplitudes of the Fou

FIG. 2. The solid lines indicate the values of the pumpP0 for
which a periodic perturbation of wave numberk becomes unstable
The dashed line indicates the wave number with maximum gro
rate. Hereg51.5 s21, D50.000 356 3 m2 s21, La052.595, R

50.915, d/k058.2583109 m2, and D̄54.0. For these values o
the parameters the instability threshold is atP0.1.313105 s21 and
the critical wave number iskc.22.8 mm21.
5-2
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SECONDARY BIFURCATIONS OF HEXAGONAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 036205 ~2004!
componentsfn is obtained. Sincefh is real,fn5fm* if kWn
0

52kWm
0 . We consider the homogeneous component, the

fundamental wave vectors, and 84 harmonic modes in F
rier space. This amounts to a total ofN591 modes and cov
ers a range of wave numbers up to five times the wave n
ber of the fundamental modes. The higher harmonics hav
be considered since the bifurcation to hexagons is gene
subcritical and, hence, higher harmonics have finite am
tudes even at threshold. Starting from a suitably chosen
tial condition, a Newton-Raphson method is used to find
lutions of the set of nonlinear equations. With this meth
we can look for stationary hexagonal solutions with differe
fundamental wave numbersk.

The lowest dashed line in Fig. 3~a! indicates the minimum
value of the pump for which stationary hexagonal patt
solutions exist around the first instability region~solid line!.
It corresponds to a saddle-node bifurcation where an eig
value of the hexagonal pattern branch becomes zero
result of the collision with the unstable branch coming fro
the homogeneous solution. Typically, a hexagonal bra
with a given k starts subcritically from the homogeneo
solution at the pump value wherel(k)50 ~solid line!. Such
a behavior is consistent with the general theory of hexa
formation: the bifurcation of the homogeneous state to he

FIG. 3. Marginal stability diagram of the hexagonal patter
Stationary hexagons with a wave numberk exist above the lowes
dashed line. The solid line is the first instability region shown
Fig. 2 and the vertical dashed line on the left is the vertical asym
toteka . The dark gray area indicates the region in theP0-k diagram
where the stationary hexagonal patterns are stable~Busse balloon!.
The other discontinuous lines indicate the threshold for differ
instabilities of the hexagonal solutions. The light gray areas in pa
~a! indicate the regions where hexagonal patterns are unst
against long-wavelength perturbations~Sec. V A!. In the panel~b!,
the dark gray area is the stable region as in panel~a! while the gray
and light gray areas correspond to theq5k/4 ~Sec. V D! and q
;k/A3 ~Sec. V B! instability regions. In~c!, the dark gray area is
also the stable region, and the instability regionsq;k/2 ~Sec. V E!
andq5k/2 ~Sec. V C! are indicated in gray and light gray.
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gons is transcritical but the bifurcating branches are unsta
until a saddle-node bifurcation point is encountered on
backwardly bifurcating branch@1,28,29#. Hexagons with a
wave number much smaller than the critical one have a v
large subcritical region. However, the size of the subcriti
region becomes progressively smaller for hexagons w
larger wave numbers. For hexagons with a wave num
somehow larger thankc , the dashed line in Fig. 3~a! ap-
proaches asymptotically the marginal stability curve of t
homogeneous solution~solid line!, indicating that the qua-
dratic terms in the normal form are becoming progressiv
small for large wave numbers. The region of existence
stationary hexagons also extends to the left of the vert
asymptoteka of the marginal stability curve@Fig. 3~a!, see
part at low wave numbers#. This implies the existence o
stationary hexagons with wave numbers that never bec
linearly unstable from the homogeneous solution. Howev
as we will see in the following section, both kinds o
hexagons—the ones with very large wave numbers and
ones with wave numbers below the vertical asymptotek
,ka)—are always unstable.

V. LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS OF STATIONARY
HEXAGONAL PATTERNS

In this section, following Ref.@30#, we perform the linear
stability analysis of the stationary hexagonal solutions fou
in the preceding section in order to determine their stabi
as a function of the input power and the fundamental wa
numberk of the pattern. Linearizing Eq.~2! around the sta-
tionary solution~5! the following equation for the fluctua
tions df(xW ,t)5f(xW ,t)2fh(xW ) is obtained

] tdf52~g2D¹2!df2P0@e22La0(12fh)

1Re22La0(11fh)ue2 i (d/k0)¹2
e2La0(12 i D̄)(12fh)u2#df

2
P0R

2
@~11 i D̄ !~12e22La0(11fh)!

3~e2 i (d/k0)¹2
e2La0(12 i D̄)(12fh)!ei (d/k0)¹2

3~e2La0(11 i D̄)(12fh)df!1c.c.#, ~6!

which can be written as] tdf5L(fh)df, whereL(fh) is
the Jacobian matrix. SinceL is a linear operator with peri-
odic coefficients, a general bounded solution can be fo
which has a Floquet form@15#:

df~xW ,t !5E
2`

1`

eiqW •xWdf̃~xW ,qW ,t !dqW , ~7!

wheredf̃(xW ,qW ,t) is a function with the same spatial period
icity as the stationary patternfh . Hence, it can be written a

df̃~xW ,qW ,t !5 (
n50

N21

dfn~qW ,t !eikWn
0
•xW. ~8!

Sincedf is real,df̃(xW ,qW ,t)5df̃* (xW ,2qW ,t). From Eqs.~6!
and ~8! we obtain a set of coupled linear equations for t
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GOMILA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 036205 ~2004!
coefficientsdfn(qW ,t). The important point is that perturba
tions with different vectorsqW are uncoupled. To know the
stability of the solution against any possible perturbation i
sufficient to consider only vectorsqW inside the first Brillouin
zone of the hexagonal lattice defined by the wave vectorkWn

0

of the pattern. Any perturbation with a vectorqW 8 outside the
first Brillouin zone is equivalent to another with a vectorqW
5qW 81kWn

0 inside, wherekWn
0 is one of the wave vectors of th

hexagonal solution. In this way one finds a set ofN eigen-
values and eigenvectors for each vectorqW . We order the ei-
genvaluesl i(qW ) according to the value of their real pa
Re@l i(qW )#.Re@l i 11(qW )#. When a hexagonal pattern be
comes unstable against perturbations with a vectorqW , wave
vectors at that precise distance from the wave vectors of
pattern, corresponding to the Fourier components of the
stable eigenmode, are expected to grow linearly.

The result of the linear stability analysis of hexagon
patterns with different modulusk of the fundamental wave
vectors is shown in Fig. 3. The dark shadowed area indic
the region of stability of the hexagonal solutions~Busse bal-
loon!. The different unstable regions are labeled with t
modulusq of the perturbation vectorqW that is unstable. The
place where two instability lines cross corresponds to
codimension-two bifurcation point. The three most importa
instabilities are those corresponding to the three regions
beled asq5k/2, q5k/4, andq;k/2. These are the instabili
ties that hexagons with wave numbers close to the crit
one will encounter by increasing the pump. They are a
lyzed in the following sections.

A. Long-wavelength instability

In the regions of Fig. 3 labeled asq;0 the hexagona
patterns are unstable against long-wavelength perturba
as illustrated in Fig. 4. The largest real part of the eigenv
ues is shown for three different values of the input pow
below, close to, and above threshold~see, e.g., Refs.@31–34#
for previous work on phase instabilities of hexagons!. As a
result of the instability, wave vectors very close to those
the hexagonal pattern are expected to grow linearly. In
infinite system and close to threshold, an unstable hexag
pattern changes its wave number and orientation cont
ously until it reaches the stable region. In finite size syste
the discretization in Fourier space imposes a lower limit
the change of modulus and orientation of the wave vector
a hexagonal pattern. The growth of the Fourier modes of
grid closest to those of the unstable hexagonal pattern le
to a discrete change in the wave number and orientatio
the pattern towards the stable region. Figure 5 shows
time evolution of an unstable stationary hexagonal patt
with k523.5 mm21 andP051.353105 s21 in a rather large
system. In the first stages of the time evolution wave vec
very close to those of the pattern grow linearly in time.
soon as these wave vectors get a large amplitude they de
the pattern in the real space with a long-wavelength mo
lation ~second and third snapshots! and, finally, the original
pattern is replaced by another one with a slightly sma
wave number~fourth snapshot! inside the stable region (k
522.2 mm21).
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Far from the threshold of the long-wavelength instabil
the dispersion relationl0(qW ) has a maximum at a finite wav
number~Fig. 4, bottom!. Therefore, the wave vectors wit
this maximum growth rate are more likely to dominate t
system, and a finite change in the wave number and orie
tion of an unstable hexagonal pattern may occur even in
infinite system.

The narrow long-wavelength instability region on the le
of Fig. 3 can only be observed by considering large syste
since in that region only perturbations with a fairly lon
wavelength have positive growth rate. For sufficiently sm
systems (L,6 mm) this instability region is not present an
hexagons with small wave numbers are stable untilk enters
the region labeled asq;k/A3.

FIG. 4. Left: largest real part of the eigenvalues Re@l0(qx ,qy)#
of a stationary hexagonal pattern of fundamental wave numbek
523.5 mm21. As shown in Fig. 3~a!, for this value ofk the hex-
agonal pattern becomes unstable decreasing the pump atPeck

0

51.473105 s21 ~from top to bottom P051.953105 s21, 1.45
3105 s21, and 1.353105 s21). In each figure the gray scale i
taken between the minimum~black! and maximum~white! values
of Re@l0(qx ,qy)#. The center of the figures corresponds toqW 50,
wherel0(0,0)50. In the first two figures the center represents t
maximum value. In the last figure the center has a gray color
cause it is surrounded by the positive eigenvalues correspondin
the long-wavelength unstable modes. Right: transverse cu
Re@l0(qx ,qy)# in the qx ~solid line! andqy direction~dotted line!.
5-4
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B. qÈkÕA3 instability

In this region@light gray area in Fig. 3~b!# perturbations
with qW close to the vertices of the first Brillouin zone have
positive linear growth rate as shown in Fig. 6. These verti
are located at a distancek/A3 in the direction forming a 30°
angle with the fundamental wave vectors. Strictly speak
the perturbations with positive linear growth are not tho

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the orientationf(xW ,t) ~left! and its
Fourier spectra ~right! for hexagons unstable against lon
wavelength perturbations. In the left panels dark~white! color indi-
cates low~large! values of the orientation. In the right panels, t
color table is inverted and the white color denotes the backgro
level whereas the black color denotes high amplitude. The dc c
ponent is suppressed. The wave number of the initial unstable h
gons isk523.5 mm21 andP051.353105 s21. The time increases
from top to bottom. Note the growth of Fourier modes close to
fundamental ones and the final state with a smaller wave num
k8522.2 mm21. This numerical simulation has been performed
a 2563256 rectangular grid with step widthDkx5k/16 andDky

5A3Dkx . In the following, numerical simulations have been pe
formed on a 1283128 rectangular grid withDkx5k/8 and Dky

5A3Dkx .
03620
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with qW exactly at the vertices of the first Brillouin zone b
those located in their surroundings as shown in Fig. 6. If
unstable stationary hexagonal pattern is used as the in
condition in numerical simulations, the growth of wave ve
tors at a distance of;k/A3 from the wave vectors of the
pattern ~forming an angle of about 30° with these! is ob-
served in the linear stages of the evolution of the instabi
~Fig. 7, second snapshot!. As soon as these modes get a lar
amplitude, nonlinear dynamics come into play. For low v
ues of the pump, as it is the case in Fig. 7, a hexago
pattern with the wave number of the linearly unstable mo
replaces the original pattern~third and fourth snapshot!. The
wave number of the new hexagonal pattern lies inside
stable region. At difference with the long-wavelength ins
bility, in this case the wave vectors of the hexagons do
change continuously, but there is a discrete change eve
the case of an infinite system. In particular, in addition to
finite change in the modulus, the hexagons rotate almost
For larger values of the pump, the nonlinear dynamics d
not lead to the selection of a hexagonal pattern but a m
complex nonstationary state with many excited wave v
tors. These structures are similar to those obtained for
same values of the pump in calculations starting from r
dom initial conditions.

C. qÄkÕ2 instability

In the regionq5k/2 @light gray area in Fig. 3~c!# the
perturbations with vectorsqW of modulusk/2 located at the
border of the first Brillouin zone in the direction of th
wavevectors of the pattern have a positive growth rate~Fig.
8!. Figure 9 shows a simulation where the pump has b
increased beyond the instability threshold. In the first sta
of the time evolution~second and third snapshots! subhar-
monic wave vectors with half the wave number of the fu
damental modes can be seen growing linearly as predicte

d
-
a-

e
er

FIG. 6. The same as in Fig. 4 for a hexagonal pattern withk
520.5 mm21 in the regionq;k/A3. For this value ofk, as shown
in Fig. 3, the hexagonal pattern is unstable for any value of
pumpP0. Here we takeP051.53105 s21. The white dashed hexa
gon indicates the limits of the first Brillouin zone. Note that th
largest eigenvalues are located in the neighborhood of the verte
the first Brillouin zone. The upper right panel shows an enlargem
of the area in the left panel encircled by a solid white line.
5-5
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GOMILA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 036205 ~2004!
the stability analysis. In this case the bifurcation is superc
cal since close to the critical point the amplitude of the l
early unstable modes remain small due to nonlinear sat
tion. As a result of this bifurcation a stationary superlattice
observed. Its periodicity length is two times the one of t
underlying primary hexagons~fourth snapshot in Fig. 9!.

D. qÄkÕ4 instability

In the regionq5k/4 @gray area in Fig. 3~b!# perturbations
with q5k/4 in the direction of the fundamental wave vecto
of the pattern have positive growth rate~Fig. 10!. These
wave vectors can be seen growing in the first stages of
time evolution in a numerical simulation after the pump h
been increased above the instability line~Fig. 11!. This simu-
lation shows, however, that the transition is subcritical, a
the nonlinear dynamics leads to a spatial structure with

FIG. 7. The same as in Fig. 5 for a hexagonal pattern inside
q;k/A3 region (k520.5 mm21, P051.53105 s21). Note the lin-
ear growth of the Fourier modes at a distance;k/A3 in the;30°
direction with respect to the fundamental wave vectors of the s
tion in the second snapshot. The final hexagonal pattern has a
numberk8522.3 mm21 which is within the stable region.
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fundamental wave vectors. The second hexagonal set
modulusk5A3k/2 and it forms a 30° angle with the wav
vectors of the original pattern~Fig. 11!. The resulting struc-
ture is a superlattice with a periodicity length twice that
the initial hexagonal pattern. The wave-vector configurat
is the same as in Fig. 9 but the relative amplitudes a
phases are obviously different.

E. qÈkÕ2 instability

Finally, in theq;k/2 region@gray area in Fig. 3~c!#, the
stationary hexagonal patterns are unstable against pertu
tions with qW close to the limits of the first Brillouin zone in
the direction of the fundamental wave vectors. However
difference with the case discussed in Sec. V B, the pertu
tions that first become unstable are not those withq5k/2 but
those in their vicinity~Fig. 12!. In the second row of Fig. 12

e

-
ve

FIG. 8. The same as in Fig. 4 for a stationary hexagonal pat
with wave numberk522.0 mm21 crossing the instability line of
the regionq5k/2 located atPk/2

0 53.253105 s21 ~from top to bot-
tom P053.03105 s21, 3.33105 s21, and 3.63105 s21). In the
first picture the white dashed line indicates the limits of the fi
Brillouin zone. Note that the largest eigenvalues are located at
border of the first Brillouin zone in the direction of the fundamen
wave vectors of the hexagonal pattern.
5-6
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SECONDARY BIFURCATIONS OF HEXAGONAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 036205 ~2004!
the growth rate of perturbations withqW close to kWn
0/2 (n

51,6) is already positive while the perturbations withqW
5kWn

0/2 (n51,6), exactly half of a fundamental wave vecto
have negative growth rate as can be seen in the transv
cut. In a numerical simulation Fourier modes at a dista
q;k/2 in the direction of the fundamental wave vectors a
observed to grow, if the pump parameter is increased bey
the instability line~Fig. 13!. In contrast to the caseq5k/2,
the transition is subcritical and drives the system away fr
the hexagonal pattern solution. In a small system, as it is
case in Fig. 13, the system ends up, after a long excursio
phase space, in a stationary pattern with 12 modes and
angular symmetry~last snapshot in Fig. 13!. Note that two of
the Fourier modes~the ones over the vertical axis! have the
largest amplitude while the two perpendicular modes hav
small intensity. All the other eight modes have the same
tensity which is in between the values of the previous on
This pattern, due to its rectangular symmetry in Four
space, is not directly connected with the unstable manifold
the original hexagonal branch. It probably belongs to a se
rate branch emerging from the homogeneous solution. H
ever, for some parameter range it seems to be an impo
attractor of the dynamics. As discussed below, this patter
also often observed in the experiment. In larger systems,

FIG. 9. The same as in Fig. 5 for a hexagonal pattern inside
q5k/2 region (k522.0 mm21, P053.53105 s21). Note the lin-
ear growth and nonlinear saturation of subharmonics exactly a
half of the wave vectors of the original hexagonal pattern and
final superlattice.
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nonlinear dynamics leads, in general, to a complex, non
tionary pattern with many excited Fourier componen
which, however, resembles on average the one depicte
the last row of Fig. 13.

F. Discussion of the theoretical results

The analysis described above establishes that hexag
patterns are stable only in a closed region of theP0-k dia-
gram. It is the ‘‘hexagonal’’ analog of the ‘‘Busse balloon
for stripes @35,1#. At the sides, it is limited by long-
wavelength instabilities and the finite wavelengthq;k/A3
andq;k/2 instability, respectively. The long-wavelength in
stability results in the formation of a hexagonal pattern w
a different stable wave number. The same is true for
;k/A3 instability for low pump values.

The upper boundary of the stability balloon is given
finite wavelength instabilities which result in the formatio
of more complex patterns consisting of 12 wave vectors~re-
gionsq5k/4, q5k/2 andq;k/2). Only theq5k/2 instabil-
ity is supercritical. Hence the coexistence of hexagons
more complex patterns can be expected.

e

he
e

FIG. 10. The same as in Fig. 4 for a stationary hexagonal pat
with wave numberk522.8 mm21 crossing theq5k/4 instability
threshold located atPk/4

0 52.753105 s21 ~from top to bottomP0

52.53105 s21, 2.83105 s21, and 3.03105 s21).
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In order to get some insight into the possibility of mul
stability between different patterns, additional simulatio
were performed on a square grid with periodic bound
conditions. Noise was added in order to shorten the tr
sients. The simulations confirm that the hexagonal pat
formed spontaneously at threshold does not destabilize f
pump rate lower thanP053.43105 s21, if the pump rate is
increased. If the pump rate is decreased again, patterns
12 Fourier components persist down to a level of aboutP0

'1.73105 s21, i.e., 30% above the primary threshold. Sta
ing from noisy initial conditions hexagons form up to
pump rate of typicallyP051.83105 s21 and patterns with
12 Fourier components form above this value. This transit
level amounts to a pumping level of 38% above threshold
most cases, if the size of the system is large enough,
resulting structures are somehow irregular and/or consis

FIG. 11. The same as in Fig. 5 for a hexagonal pattern inside
q5k/4 region (k522.8 mm21, P053.03105 s21). Note the final
nonlinear selection of Fourier modes different from those that g
linearly. The final state is a pattern formed by 12 wave vectors
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several domains of patterns with 12 wave vectors of differ
kind and/or orientation. In simulations performed for testi
purposes~500 000 iterations or 50 ms! a stationary state wa
not reached. However, the form of the patterns does
change qualitatively. At the present stage of the investi
tions it is not clear whether this is due to long lasting tra
sients or whether there is an intrinsic time dependence. T
cally, perfect stationary patterns are found, if a suitable s
is used. These results demonstrate that hexagons and
complex pattern coexist over a rather large range of pu
values.

Finally, we comment on the relationship of the superl
tice patterns obtained here to the ones observed in other
tern forming systems. Superlattices in a general sense
patterns with long-range periodicity. This implies that t
Fourier components lie on a grid, whose meshes may
much finer than the length of the wave vectors. In the s
plest case allN fundamental wave vectors have equ
lengths, but the rotational symmetry isM-fold only (M
,N). In the field of spontaneous pattern formation in dis
pative systems this applied to the superlattices discusse

e

w

FIG. 12. The same as in Fig. 4 for a hexagonal pattern w
wave numberk523.7 mm21 crossing the instability line (P;k/2

0

51.653105 s21) of region q;k/2. From top to bottomP051.6
3105 s21, 2.03105 s21, and 2.53105 s21. The dot-dashed line
corresponds to the transverse cut of Re@l0(qx ,qy51.37)# as indi-
cated by the arrow on the left.
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Dionneet al. @2,3#. In the pioneering paper on the observ
tion of superlattices in the Faraday instability by Kudro
et al. @7# one of the patterns belongs to this type. It is bu
from two hexagonal triads having the same wave num
and being rotated by an angle of about 22° with respec
each other. It was termed ‘‘superlattice type I.’’ In the sam
paper, the formation of a pattern termed ‘‘superlattice ty
II’’ was reported. This pattern consists of two hexagonal
ads which are rotated by an angle of 30° with respect to e
other. The two triads have very different wave numbers~ratio
A3). This ratio indicates that the inner set of wave vect
that defines the periodicity length might be interpreted
subharmonics of the driven fundamental wave vectors. S
sequently, several different realizations of superlattice p
terns containing very different—often harmonic—wa

FIG. 13. The same as in Fig. 5 for a hexagonal pattern inside
q;k/2 region (k523.7 mm21, P052.53105 s21). Note the linear
growth of the wave vectors predicted by the stability analysis. T
final stationary state with 12 modes and rectangular symmetr
reached after a long excursion in phase space.
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numbers were observed by other groups in the Faraday
stability @8–10,36,37#.

In the superlattice patterns discussed here, the wave n
bers of the two constitutive triads differ, but only slightl
and they are certainly not harmonics of each other. Hen
these patterns differ from both superlattice patterns, typ
and type II, and constitute a new type~‘‘superlattice type
III’’ !. We conjecture that their formation is favored by th
fact that the system is operated quite far from threshold
that the region of linear instability has a finite width.

It should be mentioned that patterns with a wave-vec
configuration like that in Figs. 9 and 11, i.e., two hexagon
triads rotated by 30° and having wave numbers different
2/A3, are predicted to be among the ones emerging fr
‘‘generic’’ bifurcations of hexagons@17#. In the latter work,
the instabilities of hexagonal patterns are classified us
Floquet theory and a group theoretical approach. We c
sider this coincidence as encouraging for future analyt
studies of the mechanisms of these instabilities. The ‘‘qua
subharmonic’’ instabilities~i.e., the ones atq;k/2 and q
;k/A3) are not captured by the analysis in Ref.@17#, since
the paper applies to a ‘‘strong resonance’’ and low-amplitu
situation, i.e., the analysis is restricted to the minima of
Arnold tongues belonging to the subharmonic resonan
@38#.

VI. COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENT

As discussed in Ref.@25#, negative hexagons develo
spontaneously from the unstructured state, if some thres
of input power is crossed. This is in agreement with t
analysis of Sec. IV and previous numerical@25,39# and ana-
lytical studies@39#. Above a secondary threshold, patter
consisting of 12 fundamental Fourier modes eme
@26,13,14#. Some examples are shown in Figs. 14 and
The transition occurs about 30–40 % above threshold. T

e

e
is

FIG. 14. Experimentally observed near~a,c! and far field~b,d!
intensity distributions of the transmitted beam. Parameters: nitro
buffer gas pressurepN2

5200 hPa, sodium cell temperatureT
5318 °C, and distance between the sodium cell and the feedb
mirror, d588 mm; ~a! input powerPin5113 mW, detuning from
the sodium-D1 line D53.6 GHz;~b! Pin5200 mW, D52.5 GHz.
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power level is considerably lower than the limit at which t
hexagons should become linearly unstable~about 2.6 times
threshold, Fig. 3!, i.e., the secondary instabilities in the e
periment take place at lower values of the pump power t
in the theoretical analysis. This might have different reaso
First, the power level for the secondary instabilities in t
experiment approximately matches the power level at wh
multistability between hexagons and secondary patterns
pears in the simulations~see the preceding section!. This
observation gives some support to the hypothesis
noise—inevitably present in the experiment—might indu
transitions to a coexistent state before the point of lin
instability is reached. Second, due to the Gaussian profil
the input profile the boundary conditions differ in the expe
ment and in theory. Especially the fact that the bifurcat
parameter has a spatial dependence might play a role in
vancing ~or delaying! secondary instabilities. These que
tions need further consideration in future work.

Patterns consisting of 12 Fourier modes are also obta
in the simulations as discussed above. In the following,
will compare the patterns observed in the experiment w
the ones obtained in the simulations. However, one sho
keep in mind that the main aim of the theoretical investig
tions was to describe the onset of the instability of the he
gons and not a survey and classification of all poss
asymptotic states. The preliminary simulations indicate
high level of multistability between different patterns, whic
make a determination of the complete solution space a
midable task which has to be postponed to forthcom
work.

In the experiment, the orientation is not directly acce
sible. The observed quantities are the intensity distribution
the transmitted field at the exit facet of the medium~‘‘near
field pattern’’! and the Fourier power spectrum of the tran
mitted field ~‘‘far field pattern’’!. The near field pattern ca
be calculated by

I ~x,y!;e22a0L[12f(x,y)] , ~9!

FIG. 15. Experimentally observed near~a,c! and far field~b,d!
intensity distributions of the transmitted beam. Parameters as in
14~a!, but in ~b! Pin5188 mW.
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which has a monotonous but highly nonlinear dependence
f(x,y). The far field pattern is obtained from

I ~kW !;U E e2a0L(12 i D̄)[12f(xW )]eikW•xWdxWU2

. ~10!

In the parameter range considered before in the sim
tions and far enough above the secondary threshold, the
also in the experiment a region with multistability betwe
different patterns consisting of twelve wave vectors~see Fig.
3 of Ref. @14#!. Apart from quasipatterns with a 12-fold ro
tational symmetry~Figs. 3~a,b! of Ref. @14#, see also Refs
@26,20,13#! and patterns in which neither in Fourier spa
nor in real space a particular order is apparent~Figs. 3~c,d! of
Ref. @14#!, there are two dominant types of patterns whi
have a Fourier power spectrum with a sixfold@Figs. 14~a,b!#
or a fourfold rotational symmetry@Figs. 15~a,b!#.

The latter pattern strongly resembles the result of the
merical simulation depicted in Fig. 13. It also consists
four rows with three wave vectors. The angle between ad
cent rows is 90°. The experimentally observed and the
merically simulated patterns differ in the ratio of the wa
numbers in the orthogonal directions. While the ratio is
within an accuracy of less than 2% in Figs. 15~a,b!, the wave
numbers differ by more than 10% in the numerical simu
tion ~Fig. 13!, i.e., the pattern is squeezed in comparison
the form observed experimentally. However, also in the
periment similar squeezed patterns occur for higher in
power as depicted in Figs. 15~c,d!. In this pattern the four-
fold symmetry is clearly broken and the discussed ratio
1.063. Therefore it resembles even more closely the pat
obtained numerically in Fig. 13. It is also apparent in t
simulations as well as in the experiments that the wave v
tors at the ends of the rows have approximately the sa
amplitude, whereas the pairs of wave vectors in the cente
the rows have a lower or a higher amplitude than the form
ones.

The numerically obtained pattern in Fig. 11 has the sa
wave-vector configuration as the experimentally obser
pattern in Figs. 14~a,b!, i.e., it consists of two hexagona
triads of slightly different wave numbers which are rotat
by 30°. The triad with the larger wave number has a low
amplitude than the one with the smaller wave number. N
ertheless, differences in the near field patterns hint to the
that the phases of the Fourier peaks are not the same
order to clarify the deviation three generated patterns w
the same Fourier spectrum but different phase distributi
are shown in Fig. 16.

If all phases arep as in Fig. 16~a! the near field obeys a
sixfold rotational symmetry. The depicted structure r
sembles neither the experimental nor the numerical resul
the case of Fig. 16~b!, in which the phases arep/3 for all
Fourier modes, the pattern has a threefold rotational sym
try. It is built by minima that constitute triangles. This stru
ture is also obtained as the asymptotic pattern in Fig. 11

The pattern observed in the experiment@Figs. 14~a,b!#
resembles the structure depicted in Fig. 16~c!. For this struc-
ture one phase in each triad isp, all others are zero. The
resulting pattern has a twofold rotational symmetry in re

ig.
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space. The basic structure is a squeezed hexagon of w
the center is built by an elongated minimum. This ba
structure is typical for experimentally observed near fi
intensity distributions. However, for lower values of the d
tuning the phase distribution of the observed patterns is
clear. In this parameter region, some of the experiment
observed patterns@Figs. 14~c,d!# contain groups of triangula
arrangements of three minima around a smaller cen
minima @Figs. 14~c,d!#. These patterns bear a quite close
semblance to the numerically obtained one depicted in
11. We conclude that the phase selection within the hexa
nal superstructure is weak.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed in detail the secondary bifurcations
hexagonal patterns in a microscopic model for an alk
metal vapor in a single-mirror arrangement. The stabi
analysis of the stationary hexagonal patterns predicts di
ent instabilities depending on their fundamental wave nu
ber. Hexagons with wave numbers much lower or mu
larger than the critical one undergo long-wavelength ins
bilities or instabilities atq;k/A3 or q;k/2, while hexago-
nal patterns with a wave number close to the critical one
stable for moderate values of the pump and undergo fi
wavelength instabilities~regions q5k/4, q5k/2, and q
;k/2) for large values of the pump. After the instability h
produced a growing disturbance, the crucial next step
some intrinsically nonlinear mechanism by which the syst
moves towards a new state. In some cases, the perturbat

FIG. 16. Hexagonal superlattices generated by the additio
12 Fourier modes with the same wave vectors and different pha
~a! all phases arep, ~b! all phases arep/3, and~c! one phase in each
triad is p, all others are zero. The wave vectors are given by t
hexagonal triads with different wave numbers that are mutually
an angle of 30°~see, e.g., Fig. 11!. The amplitude of the triad with
the smaller wave number is twice the amplitude of the triad with
larger wave number.
ca
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found to saturate to finite amplitude and the new state
sembles the unstable deformation of the original patte
This is the case only for theq5k/2 instability which result in
the formation of a pattern with 12 wave vectors. In the oth
cases, the system undergoes a long excursion in the p
space until it reaches a new attractor. In some cases it
hexagonal pattern with a different—stable—wave numbe
a periodic pattern~superlattices! with 12 wave vectors.

Since most of the important instabilities are subcritic
hexagons and superlattice patterns might coexist and the
also coexistence between different superlattice patterns.
to the high level of multistability present it is very difficult t
get an overview on all types of possible behavior and tr
sition scenarios. This is especially true in a large system
which competition between several coexistent attract
might lead to long-lasting transients and nonstationary sta

Experimentally, secondary instabilities of the hexago
against more complex patterns consisting of 12 wave vec
were observed. There is a correspondence between som
the experimentally observed superlattice patterns and s
of the patterns obtained numerically. In the experimental s
tem noise induces transitions between the different coex
ing multistable patterns. Also the Gaussian profile of t
pump beam may affect the stability of some of the patter
A thorough analysis of the asymptotic states is beyond
scope of the present paper and needs considerable fu
efforts.

The present analysis established the limits for the stab
of hexagons and identified the modes relevant for the de
bilization. Future work will be directed to a detailed inves
gation of the nonlinear evolution of the secondary instab
ties and the asymptotic states, and needs to address
possible influence of further branches emerging from the
mogeneous solutions.
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